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Drug design may be regarded as a pattern recognition process. Medicinal chemists are skilled 

in visual chemical structure recognition and their association with (retro)synthesis routes and 

pharmacological properties. In this context, various “artificial intelligence” (AI) methods have 

emerged as potentially enabling technology for drug discovery and automation, because 

these systems aim to mimic the chemist’s pattern recognition process and take it to the next 

level by considering the available domain–specific data and associations during model 

development. Part of the appeal of applying AI methods in drug design lies in the potential to 

develop data-driven, implicit model building processes to navigate vast datasets and to 

prioritize alternatives. This represents at least a partial transfer of decision power to a 

machine intelligence, and could be viewed as synergistic with human intelligence; that is, a 

domain-specific implicit AI that would augment the capabilities of medicinal chemists in drug 

design and selection. More ambitiously, the ultimate challenge for drug design with AI is to 

autonomously generate new chemical entities with the desired properties from scratch (de 

novo), without the need for the often prohibitively costly experimental compound screening. 

We will review the principles of AI methods for de novo drug design, emphasizing ligand-

based approaches that have proven useful and reliable in “little-data” scenarios. Selected 

prospective case studies will be presented, ranging from targeted molecular design to fully 

automated design-make-test-analyse cycles. We provide a critical assessment of the 

possibilities and limitations of the individual approaches and dare forecasting the future of 

drug design with machine intelligence. 
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